Sizing

Choosing
your artificial

Height

Our trees are available in a variety
of heights to suit your home’s every need!

Christmas tree
A comprehensive guide

Realism
We use nature’s blueprints
to create life-like
artificial Christmas trees.

6 - 6.5 ft

7 ft

Works well in
Ideal for a
a room with a room with an
low to
average ceiling
medium
height. 7 ft is
ceiling
our most
height.
popular size!

Nature’s Best™ Needle Foliage

8 - 9 ft

10 ft

Ideal for a
room with a
high
ceiling.

Ideal for a
room with an
exceptionally
high ceiling.

Styles
Our trees are available
in different styles
to suit the unique needs
of each of our customers.

Traditional Needle Foliage

Levels of realism

Nature’s
Traditional
Nature’s
Best™
NeedleBest Needle Foliage
Needle
Foliage
Foliage

Nature's Best™
(PE) tips are
molded to look
ultra- realistic.
Often used with
traditional needles.

Traditional tips
(PVC) are soft,
flat needles. They
provide the tree
with a lush full
aesthetic.

Species

Pre-Lit

Decorated

Our pre-lit trees
are pre-wired
with hand strung-lights.
Simply connect
the light’s
sockets and enjoy!

Un-Lit

Our decorated trees
are ready to
dress trees with
Christmas decorations
and lights included.
The lights are
not pre-lit

Our un-lit trees do not
include lights. Ideal for
customers who want to buy
their own set of lights.

Colour

Green

Fir

Pine

Spruce

Our green trees come in a variety of
different shades of forest green.

Flocked

More densely layered than a frosted tree,
our flocked trees reflect a heavy snowfall.

Tree Lights

‘Tis the season to sparkle!
All our pre-lit and decorated trees feature warm white
high-quality LED lights that are long-lasting and energy
-efficient. The quantity of lights depends on the height
and style of the tree.
All our lights are multi-functional and feature eight
different modes:

Frosted

For a simple and classic look that reflects
lightly powdered freshly fallen snow.

Our promise
As pioneers in the developments of the artificial Christmas tree
and at the origin of many Christmas making innovations, we
combine quality craftsmanship, creative zeal, and two generations
of exceptional know-how to deliver its customers the best selection
of luxury artificial Christmas trees.

Steady On

Slo Glo

Comb

Chasing/Flash

Premium Quality :
We provide high-quality trees for you and your family to enjoy year
after year.

In waves

Slow fade

Free Shipping :
Get your tree delivered to your door at no extra cost within the UK.

Sequential

Twinkle/Flash

Great Customer Service:
We provide our customers with the highest level of customer care
and continually look at new ways to better your experience.

